The Rabbit hOle is currently working with Javaka Steptoe on Exhibition Programming. Steptoe is a renowned children’s book creator and illustrator whose works celebrate the beauty, vibrance, and honesty of Black boys in a way few books did in that era, or have since. Beyond a shared time and place and style and subject matter, Steptoe’s works are united by their beauty, vibrance, and honesty. His first three books revolve around the everyday lives and dreams of Black boys in a way few books did in that era, or have since. Steptoe’s books share Black artistry and social justice messages that are just as powerful, essential and beautiful as 50 years ago.

Steptoe was a trailblazing children’s book creator. His first three books were the first to feature Black characters in children’s literature. Based on the first seven books by Margret and H.A. Rey, our tabletop exhibit will afford visitors the opportunity to explore his world in brand new ways. By combining the series’ physical settings into a single environment, the episodes represented throughout the exhibit will harken to the many favorite moments and mishaps of Curious George. The early works of Steptoe’s books share Black artistry and social justice messages that are just as powerful, essential and beautiful as 50 years ago. For Steptoe, it was important to create something that took place every weekend between June 29 and August 24, which was “Summer Of Soul (…Or, When The Revolution Could Not Be Televised)” directed by Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson, uncovers the important series of free concerts in Harlem during the summer of 1969. The documentary actually mentions Mt. Morris Park, where the festival was held.)

We’re happy to report that capital giving is on the rise again! This month we received an extraordinary gift, together with several significant capital contributions in recent weeks, heralds the return of Raising Social Circle. The board of trustees is thrilled to announce the opening of a capital campaign to raise a substantial amount of capital for The Rabbit hOle. This campaign is made possible by the W. T. Kemper Foundation, which together with several significant capital contributions in recent weeks, heralds the return of Raising Social Circle. The board of trustees is thrilled to announce the opening of a capital campaign to raise a substantial amount of capital for The Rabbit hOle. This campaign is made possible by the W. T. Kemper Foundation.

Book Pairing: Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters

Written by(DWORD) D lift, illustrated by Emmy Payne, which tells the story of a mother and her daughter, Mufaro, who is a beautiful woman famous for her kindness and beauty. As she virtualizes to be the world’s finest woman, Mufaro and her baby daughter are taken to the castle of a king who needs a beautiful wife to replace his old wife. Instead of marrying Mufaro, the king orders a life-size statue to be made of her and placed beside his wife. Mufaro waits for her captor to visit, and when it is time for her son to come home, the king is taken aback by how beautiful she really is. Mufaro vanishes, and the king is left with an empty castle, a statue, and a daughter he needs to care for.

V.O.L.U.N.T.E.E.R

We’re gearing up for more events, parties, and fundraisers at The Rabbit hOle! If you have a hard-to-fill schedule, flexible availability, fill out our Event Volunteer Form! If you’re 18 years or older and eager to help out, a volunteer role may be right up your alley. We’re in need of event volunteers to help with everything from setup and tear down to ticketing, merchandise, and more. We’re looking for energetic team players with a can-do attitude, event experience, and strong social media savvy.
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